Wolves return to Maine; Attracted
to Security Off ice r 's unique scent
By LILAC CORNUCOPIA
EXES MAJOR

lor the first time in over 100 years,
gray wolves (Cants lupis) have been
sighted m the Northeastern United
States. The animal, which had been
eradicated from this part of the country largel y due to hunting and land
development, is believed to be attracted to the scent of Colby Security

A wolf.
Officer Michael Rizzo. Rizzo's tenure
at the College, which began earlier
this year, has coincided almost perfectl y with the return of the wolves
The elusive gray wolf has been
spotted in packs grazing in the dumpsters near Roberts Union (location of
Security offices), running up Runnals
Hill , and howling at the moon from
Dana Beach Adding to the chaos .

three pre-frosh have been reported
missing by their hosts; they are
assumed to have been abducted by the
wolf family to be raised as feral in the
Arboretum. The class of 2011 looks tc
be slightl y less diverse.
The Office of Security is researching the matter in conjunction with the
Biology Department. Biology professors believe that Rizzo emits a scent
previousl y unknown by modern science that contains
which
pheromoncs
wolves find especially
appealing.
"We're all quite flabbergasted, to be frank,"
said
Biology
Department
Chan
Bunsen
Honey dew
Ph.D. "We had no idea
the human body could
produce such an odor
We're also looking into
the frequent howls
Officer Rizzo makes
when he is on duty
[usually after encounters with inebriated students who are faster
than he is].. They are
three octaves hig her
than the average human octave, corresponding with those of wolves."
The Office of Security favors a different theory. "We believe the wolves
are attracted to fear. Students afraid of
getting in troublc-bccause they
[know ] they are breaking the rules are
probabl y attracting the wolves," said
Director of Security Julius Caesar.
While the College looks to cope

with the chaos spurred by wolf sightings, others welcome the wolves '
return. The Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is praising conservation efforts, claiming that
the Federal Endangered Species Act
and various state laws arc especiall y
important in protecting this creature.
The Department is in the process of
planning public education measures,
reinstating monitoring and measurement efforts, and is asking for cooperative efforts from parties with a stake
in the wolf's future in Maine.
The Maine Wolf Coalition is also
especially excited. "We're very
thrilled to welcome back this beautiful
animal. We will do anything to protect
it Absolutely anything, " growled
Coalition President Hairy Lupine ,
speaking from his den in Lewiston.
While scientists may be excited ,
students are not.
"When I got cited for an open container because I hadn 't finished my
entire handle of whiskey, I was
pissed ," one student remarked , "but
now, wolves? Are you serious? He 's
putting the whole campus in danger."
Several reports have placed Rizzo
in close proximity with the wolves,
with some operating as his minions. "I
think that it 's safe to say we shouldn 't
have wolves running around campus ,
bothering students for otherwise
minor indiscretions ," students said.
Some likened Rizzo to a wolf himself,
"using his position of power to prey
upon students."
Either way, the Dean 's office recommends that students avoid both
wolves and Rizzo

By HUGH JASS

TECHNOLOGY CORRESPONDANT

Tuesdays in dining halls
By COMPLETELY BIASED
ONE SIDED JOURNALISM

Continued on Page 2

A REAL student perspective on student LIFE at Colby on pages 4-5.

Campus wind power experiment fails

Colby Republicans will
sponsor Two-Tray

In response to the recent "'Traylcss
Thursday ", the Colby Republicans are
sponsoring an initiative to mandate
the use of two trays by all dining hall
patrons every Tuesday. The group
hopes to raise awareness for rich peop le in the First World with access to
clean water
Starting next Tuesday, every diner
ai each of the College 's dining halls
w ill be forced to use two trays to carry
food, beverages, and utensils; all are
encouraged to use three trays. Those
who successfully manage to use four
trays will win a gift certificate to WalMart
The Republicans said that they are
trying to show students of privilege on
this campus that it 's okay to indulge in
excessive behavior. "You 've earned
it " Colby Republicans President
Thomas Bennington 111 said. "Living
.i luxurious lifesty le will show those
less fortunate the benefits of hard
work and the American dream. How
.ire we supposed to inspire the masses
to work hard, if hard work only leads
to sacrifice?"
"We 're just trying to present another view , one that is often stifled on this
extremel y liberal campus ," said Colby
Republicans Treasurer Doug "Taxes

SPECIAL REPORT

Commencment speaker Thomas Schelling participates in "Senior Steps. "

Speaker confused by tradition
By ACE

STEPS CORRESPONDANT

fn a bizarre turn of events , commencment speaker Thomas Schelling
got a little more than he bargained for
when visiting the College last week to
get a "feel for campus life."
The noted ecnomist accidently
coincided his visit with the infamous
event , "Senior Steps." Taking the tradition 's name literally, the 67-year-old
Schelling joined the mob of students
on the Steps, and even donned a traditional costume: a red outfit matching a
newly made friend. "When I heard
that 'Senior Steps ' were taking place , 1
thought, well, this would be a good

INSIDE

time to meet some people my own
age. Needless to say 1 was a little confused as to what was actually going
on " However, he quickl y fit in after
some Avcrill residents hel ped him find
apropnate clothing.
Schelling later said that while he
certainly got more than he bargained
for. he hoped he could use the event to
relate with students. "In my day," he
began a long winded story, "...we
liked to stick it to the man too."
Students were surprised to find him
on the steps, and the image of a mature
adult (compared to the heathen members of the graduating class) participating barkened back to Rick
Greenwood '05 , the last 40+ participant

The most recent campus effort to
promote "Green" lifestyle and sustainable living has failed miserably, with
wind power experiments causing
reoccuring blackouts on campus.
During the last week of classes, the
College went to wind power and went
off the Central Maine Electric
Company Grid , resulting in several
power losses.
"Shit hit the fan,"
President William D Adams said
Director of Electncical Affairs Jen
Smith said that the idea for wind
power generated from a studio art
class. One student , Hal Fries '09, created a windmill installation for his
final project , placing the piece on the
lawn in front of Goddard-Hod gkins
residence hall , the home of campus
hippies. Fries contacted Smith, suggesting that they use the apparatus to
provide the campus with power.
While initiall y well intended , the
project failed for basic reasons: the
windmill was a piece of crap and
when the wind stopped blowing it left
the campus without power.
The power outages interfered with
students in libraries stud ying for
exams, writing final papers, continuing to download music illegally and
checking their Facebook.com profiles.
"It pissed me off that I couldn 't write
my paper , but I missed out on hours of
student
Faccbook
time," one
remarked in a fit of rage.
"I guess 1 would say my first mistake was trusting an idiot like Fries ,"
Smith said. In her own defense, she
noted that the windmill created so
much wind speed originally that it

Everything in this
issue is a joke, if
you take it serious
ly, you might get
offended. Instead,
enjoy the lightheartedness, but if
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drew concerns from Security, and
almost maimed several hippies that
had wandered from the Green House
and gotten to close the windmill.
Other students interviewed said
they could not believe Fries was trusted to handle such an important aspect
of campus infastructure, while one
student called him "an arteist "
While some would consider the
experiment a complete failure. Smith
said there is still room for experimen-

tation, but that for the time being the
College would not rely on student artwork to power the May flower Hill
grid, and return to using CMEC as the
onl y source for campus electricity
In the future, however, Smith said
the College would consider using
other clean energy possiblities such as
wind socks on the Miller steeple and
energy powered through student
cycling shifts

The recent experiment in wind power failed miserably

have pictures of
puppies, kittens,
etc. on page 7. If
that 's all you can
handle, you should
j ust go look at that
until you feel nice.

you are faint of
heart, or offend easily, don't read Mark
Biggar 's column on
Page 3. You probably won't like that.
Don't worry, we
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LETTERS
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By ANNIE
A MIDGET

Some men like their ladies dainty, well groomed, and reserved with
a muted personality. To these men,
Lucy Hitz would say, "Go f*** my
tight wet pussy."
Lucy is well known by everyone.
When the Waterville Police brought
the SWAT team and ransacked a
quaint tea party at a Colby house off
campus at the beginning of the year,
Lucy needed no introducticr. to the
men in uniform. "Those cops were
real cock suckers," states Hitz reminiscently. People around campus
recognize Lucy from working at the

Writer 's Center. Her clients note,
"She always smelled like vodka and
kept looking up pom on the
Internet. She would read my paper

"She always
smelled like
vodka and kept
looking up porn
on the Internet...
i guess it was a
good thing."
and respond
by
saying,
'ram it up that
ass big papa,
yeah!* I guess
it was a good
thing."
Lucy's real
niche lies in
giving life and
love advice.
"The
most
successful
method I've
found
on
securing a guy
is, after hooking up the first
time at a state
near black out,
have a few
shots the next
night
and
w r i t e ,
'hookup?' on
his facebook

EDITORIALS
Editorials arc the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff Editonals are written after differing views, arc pul in a hat and one is picked ai random Actual editorials are
written by the staff of monkeys thai live in the dark room
CONTACT US
Actually, please don 't You 're all whinv little punks

207.859.3345
ehyeteri@colby.edu
http://www.ste ven-welnberg.com

TWO TRAYS: Campus group to raise awareness
Continued From Page I
are Theft" Bruce "There are many
students of moderate and conservative
political persuasion on this campus
whose views on money and water use
are dismissed from academic, intellectual, social, religious, and metaphysical representation We're hoping to
foster a more equal dialogue so everyone is able to see and understand the
real truth of the issue."
Traylcss Thursday was initially an
Earth Week program sponsored by the
Green
House .
Environmental
Coalition, the Environmental Studies
department, and Hippies Trying to
Make Shit Inconvenient (HTMSI)
Trays w ere removed from the dining
halls for the day 's meals in an attempt
to demonstrate that trays are unnecessary and generate excess waste of
water and detergent
"What the hippies pulled two
weeks ago was un-American. "
Bennington III said "When you take
away the right to choose tray or no
tray, you 're taking away freedoms,
and we won 't stand for that "
When asked to comment. HTMSI
Tn-Presidem Lilac Cornucopia said .

"Dude. I' m too fucking stoned Save
the p lanet , yeah..."
"It 's that kind of rhetoric that 's
ruining American cultural life. We're
in the midst of a cultural conflict ."
responded Bruce. "Env ironmentalism.
as practiced by liberals, is terrorist !
infestation into the American culture
we hold dear Osama doesn 't want us
to use water; he wants it all for himself By ignoring these threats, we let
the enemy win."
Republicans arc also p lanning a
broader series of events to coincide
with next year 's Earth Week
Tentatively titled "Anti-Earth/ProHumans Week", the club looks to host
a Hippie Dunk-Tank . Three-Milc
Loop Trash Bum , "Adopt a Vegan"
(where students are encouraged to eat
double portions of meat), and an initiative to change all the handicapped
parking spots on campus to "SUV
onl y" spots
Bruce said that ever since the
Greenhouse was established in 2006.
he 's been looking for ways to protect
American businesses.
"I sleep with the light on." he said.
"Courtesy flush after I pee. and was
sure to fill up the tank in my Beamcr
with premium on May 15."

Lucy Hitz '07

wall. Works every time." Lucy
advice in life includes seizing the
day. She says that if you haven 't
polished off a handle of tequila with
three or four friends on a Monday
by 3 p.m. at some point during college, you really haven 't lived. "The
only thing to watch out for on that
one is to not let any of your guests
throw up on your roommates bed,"
urges Hitz.
Close friends of Lucy warn that
sometimes she can get into mischief. Signs that Lucy Hitz has
invaded your personal space
include: 1. The contents of your
refrigerator are either lying in the
middle of the floor with substantial
bite marks taken out of them or
almost entirely missing except for
the bits trailing out the door 2. You
find cold cuts in your bed.
Seriously. 3. Your room smells like
cigarette smoke. 4. Your face is
bruised and swollen from being
smashed into a Lucy Hitz Tits
Sandwich.
Lucy has learned a lot from her
valuable experience at Colby. For
example, this year she decided to try
being a vegetarian. Lucy says about
the experience: "after a few
mishaps, it started to look like being
a vegetarian wasn't for me, so I
decided I would only be a vegetarian when I was sober... That didn 't
work either, big mama loves beef."
Lucy 's also learned about being a
good roommate through lots of
experience. When questioned as to
why all 12 of her past roommates
have opted to live in singles since
they lived with her, Lucy replies, "If
you can't take the heat, get off big
mamas shitter."

SGA PRESIDENT
FOUND TO DUM
By MIKE JONES
SENIOR INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER

Soon after newly elected Student
Government Association President
Nicholas Cade '08 took office ,
rumors surfaced that former President
Tom Testo '07 was not even a student
at the College during his time in
office.
After some investigating, the Echo
has found these rumors to be true
Testo was in fact a bum who lived
under a bridge in Winslow who found
his way to campus one rainy afternoon. "Well , am I surprised?" Cade
asked , continuing, "No. I' m not.
Quite frankl y his hygiene was never
there and he never really did any
school work, I should have guessed
he was not enrolled." Testo is in fact
a failed business man on the run from
loan sharks in Indiana , and was hoping to lay low in Maine for a while.
Even though Testo is no longer
president , he still ran from campus
when it was revealed that he was in
fact a liar and a cheat. In a statement
published by his long time box-mate
Ralph Emerson, Testo said "I would
have gotten away with it if it weren 't
for you damn noisy Echo reporters."

by Byron Meinerth

There was supposed to be a IT S TAKES INTERNE T O FF COMPUTERS PC & AAC approve new dialogue house
photo here , but a certain
downloading music and also, we
alphabet and that the house will be
By BALLZ SCK
By LEONIDAS
won 't see slower than expected sernamed Pi Kappa Alpha , or Pike in
staff member never sent it
vice , because, well, nobody is going to
short , in his honor, as those are his iniDue to recent slowdowns and over- expect too much from our new systials in the Greek alphabet.
with the College 's com- tem ."
The Presidents Council and
The Pike house will kick off the
in. Shame on her. To be hon- allputerproblems
network and Internet access.
According to Phillips, the Internet Academic
Affairs
Committee 2007-2008 academic year in traditionInformation Technology Services will will nuw consist of a campus wide un- approved another dialogue house for al Ancient Greek garb with a toga
est though, after 25 issues be removing the Internet from com- can telep hone system. "This really the 2007-2008 academic year. The party during fall loudness. "We're
puters The announcement came reduces overhead and is among the Greek Life dialogue house will be the reall y looking forward to meeting
Monday after slow-downs and black- cutting-edge of web design ," he said, third installment in Colby 's dialogue interested members," Alexander saidwe are all just burnt out.
outs plagued the campus during the explaining that it is so cutting edge housing initiative; the Greenhouse and "Althoug h female students are
BIG CHEESE ON CAMPUS

SLWUGLSDWO-SCWKiL STO L

Event organizers hope that two-tray Thursdays will catch on

last week of classes
"Really, this serves two purposes ."
Director of ITS Ray Phillips
explained . "This will stop kids from

KING OF THE GREEKS

nobody else is doing it. "Colby prides
itself on being at the forefront of technology, even when it reall y makes no
sense."

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Spanish house were already approved.
"1 think it 's great ." Classics
Professor Kenll O'Neill said. "I was
shocked to hear there was such student support for a house honoring
Greek culture, but apparentl y my lectures have caught the attention of
more than a few."
The Greek Life house, which will
be housed in Piper Residence Hall ,
will be a selective house unlike the
other two dialogue houses Interested
students will be able to meet founding
members of the house next September
and then those asked to join will be
evaluated over a series of weeks
before
acceptance
around
Thanksgiving break.
"I' m very excited to follow in the
footsteps of the great Greek men that
have come before me," Founder and
President of the house Philip
Alexander said. "We've chosen
Bacchus as our figurehead. We fee! he
represents the ideals of Greek culture
and exemplifies what it means to be
Greek."
Alexander said that members of the
house will be forced to learn the Greek

encouraged to come, at least for the
first few years, we're trying to preserve the 'brotherhood' feeling of an
Ancient Bathhouse and will only be
accepting only males into the house."
Although the house passed the
Presidents Council with a unanimous
vote, there was a vote of opposition in
the Academic Affairs Committee.
Special Assistant to the President
Janice Kassman was the nay-saycr for
the approved house.
"I got a weird sense of deja-v..."
Kassman began to say before a net
unexpectedly flew over her head and
dragged her around the comer. She
has been unable to be reached for
comment since.
Original proponents of the new
house hope that the Pike house will
raise enough awareness about Greek
culture that the program will continue
to expand, and that other houses can
take up residency on Roberts Row.

I deserve more than sex I Last dirt: Everyone loves a Jersey girl

By TWIGGY THE WATERSKIING SQUIRREL
ECHO MASCOT

I was watching Oprah the other day
and it really got me thinking. People
play video games way too much.
Christian Slater needs to stop making
movies. Ignorant people are simp ly
more attractive than the rest of us.
Roger Clemens is overpaid.
I find CMT and BET equally offensive. The blogosphere has reall y
changed the way candidates have to
run their campaign.
The thing about black athletes is
that they have more fast-twitch muscle fibers.
Increasingly, America is a bastion
of conservatism in the world. The reasons are complicated. My sense has
always been that people get conservative when they get nervous. When
people get that nervousness , the
human tendency is to clamp down.
You see it today in reli gion, you see it
in the media and you see it in art.
People are saying "Whoa, wait a second! I don 't like that!" When you hear
people talk about the terrible attitudes
in Hollywood or all those crazies in
New York, the thing they 're reacting
too is a sense of a culture being out of
control. Most coffee is way too hot to
drink right away. They should fix that.

I find CMT and
BET equally
offensive.
Democrats, on the other hand, need
to remember that they are the party of
the farmers and the middle class. They
have let their elites to set the course
and set the policy and I think the party
is paying for that now, even after the
recent election.
Scarjo > Paris.
I believe that immigration is not a
problem. In the end , the same people
who are being denounced by the
immigrant haters are the ones who arc
going to bail our economy out.
They 're doing the hard work, they are
pay ing taxes even though they get no
credit for it. People from New Jersey
are self centered. The fact of the matter is that in some very real ways our
country and economy are built on the
labor of illegal aliens, even though we
don 't like to talk about it. The New
Arcade Fire CD sounds exactly like
Bruce Springsteen.
It 's important not to put too much
stock in someone you 're interested in,
particularly at this age. College is a
time when everything in someone 's
life is subject to change [long dash]
including that special someone. Don 't
get too attached, but try to stay in
touch after it all goes to shit. Then,
you 'll realize it wasn't meant to be in
the first place.
Wear sunscreen Don 't let the pages
stick together. Legalize it.

me. If dirt was a person, I'd like for
sure probably marry it. Did I just say
that out loud? Which inanimate object
would you marry if it were a person?
Is that awkward?
There arc other
great things about
By (not) SUZANNE MERKELSON New Jersey. Bruce
OPINIONS FREAK
the
Springsteen ,
People keep telling me that my Statue of Liberty.
state is dirty, but I actually love dirt so New York City and...
I' m not even insulted. I reall y like
So, 1 like legit
Dirty Jersey. 1 really like dirty hippies. love Colby. I love
I like everything about dirt, really I' m everything
about
obsessed with the way it sticks to your Colby. It 's hard to
shoes when you 're hiking up a moun- sum up everything
tain, the way it stains the knees of that I like about it
your jeans after rolling down the reall y, but if 1 had to
grassy hills of Miller lawn, and the in a word , it would
way it smells in the spring when it 's mostly
just
wet with the melting winter snow. I be...fun.. ..interestlike kicking it up as I run across a ing, crazy, and fun. I
field , sloshing through mud on the think I mostly love it
way to class in rain boots, feeling it because everyone
against my bare feet near Johnson here is so nice. I guess that like I don 't
pond. So, dirty just isn't an insult to know everyone, so maybe that's an
exaggeration and a generalization. 1 think that 's
OK though, to exaggerate, because in general
everyone is pretty much
really chill. Every day on
my run I see smiling
faces everywhere, and
even if it 's raining or
storming, I feel like I' m
basking in the sunshine
of the hardcore beautiful
Jersey shore. Smiling is
my total favorite thing
(besides COC and the
Echo), but I also like
watching people smile.
It 's just like how it feels
better to give presents on
Hanukkah, birthdays ,
and other occasions than
to get presents. Getting
presents is basically really fun too, though. Does
thinking that make me
self-absorbed? I think

EDITORIAL
Students should have to
pass test in order to drink
underage

materialism is OK every once in a
while if you know what I mean. After
all , there are shopping malls like
everywhere these days. For example ,
there are three right
next door to my
house Why punish
ourselves for enjoying an inevitably
materialistic
lifestyle? I' m tired
of shouldering the
weight of the world.
Let 's just chill hard.
1 guess every
opinions editor of
all time has had a
column that apologizes for, brags
about or justifies
having an opinion.
This is definitely my
justification column
and all I have to say
is that it 's OK to have an opinion. If
we didn 't have opinions, there would
be no differences in the word and
we'd all be the same and that would
be such a bummer. I think it 's best that
we have opinions , so we can differentiate ourselves as both minds and spirits and not just bodies. Having said
that , I hope I didn 't offend anyone this
year. I know I had some columns that
you probably made you want to lash
out irrationall y because of their controversial nature and my harsh criticism, but I pretty much was putting
my heart out there so please don 't rip
it up or throw it to the flames. We're
all opinions editors in our own minds.
I' m just the only one whose brain is
on display 24/7. You have opinions
too; you just don 't publish them in the
paper.
Next year I'll be gone to the fabulous country of Madagascar. I will
miss Colby, 24 hour diners, Breakfast
at Tiffany s' , winter, ho-cho, scarves,
Foss, and smiling like crazy. Let's
hope it 's just as dirty as Jersey.

We're all opinions editors in
our own minds.
I'm just the only
one whose brain
is on display
24/7. You have
opinions too;
you just don't
publish them in
the paper.

In April, the Echo covered a former president of Middlcbury College's
campaign to lower the drinking age to 18, Choose Responsibility. The
campaign has suggested that people should have to take a test in order to
prove that they are responsible enough to have a lowered drinking age.
Below we have invisioned what some possible questions could be
It's obvious that some students are capable of choosing responsibly
while others are not.
1) You're chillin * at a party when your buddy rolls up with a keg and
insists that it must be finished in the next hour. You:
a) Jump on the keg and start bumping it
b) Stick around, but fiercely judge everyone doing kegstands
c) Roll your eyes and make a move for the exit (lame-o )
d) What's a keg?
2) After drinking a few beers, you see your roommate start pouring a
round of shots. You say:
a) Count me out. ..beer before liquor, never been sicker
b) Body shots anyone?
c) LET'S GET NAKED!!!!
d) I'm going to be responsible and keep a tall y on my hand, hopefull y
it'll work this time around.
3) It takes

amount of drinks to get you buzzed:

a) A normal amount, maybe around 2 or 3
b) An afternoon of beer die and at least a few power-hours
c) I don 't really know... I don 't remember being buzzed . I don 't really
remember anything
d) Depends on how big the drink is...if it 's the size of a kiddie pool then
just one I guess.
4) If a bottle of alcohol is 100 proof it means:
a) It 's 100% alcohol and you should probably not get involved
b) Ummm...what?
c) It's 50% alcohol duh, amateur....
d) It's alcohol and I' m going to drink it , let's not get caught up in the
details

Inside the mind of Mark Bi ggar: the man , the myth , the hater
illiterate, dirty, and usually speaks on
matters of which he/she has no real
knowledge.
Foss.
Fucken Foss.
The nicest dining hall at this school
is littered with dirty self righteous hippies, who are in fact the most judg-

By MARK BIGGAR
HIPPY HATER

What 's red and orange and makes
me very happy? A hippie on fire.
There's nothing I hate more than hippies. When 1 came in as a "first-year,"
I took the cluster "It 's Not Easy Being
Green." 1 lived in the Woodman basement, and I was a vegetarian because I
thought that the butchering of animals
was bad for poor people. I listened to
Widespread and String Cheese, and
aside from my preppy attire, I was
borderline hippie. I used the word
"should" a lot , as in "you should give
to homeless people." I was a self righteous little bastard , and I want to shoot
myself in the calf muscle for the
things I' ve done
Why I hate hipp ies is evident in
what a hipp ie is. DEFINITION: A hippie is self righteous, economicall y

Foss.
Fucken Foss.
The nicest dining hall at this
school is littered
with dirty self
righteous hippies...
mental, narrow minded people at this
institution. Walk into Foss with your
collar up and ask them if appearance is
irrelevant. Drug rugs and adolescent

facial hair arc not attractive. Given the
fact that hippies by definition are ugly
on the inside, it seems counterproductive to make an actual attempt at not
being presentable on the outside.
Wes Anderson.
Fucken Wes Anderson. I don 't give
a damn about how his movies are
counter to typical convention They
suck and ninety nine percent of the
people who like them don 't understand them.
Radiohead.
Fucken Radiohead. Are you serious? I'd rather stick my dick in a meat
grinder than listen to this pretentious
cacophony (triple word score bitches).
We should all do the hippie dance
around a candle listening to some
Keller Williams. And not that studio
shit , but the live shows because they
allow one to experience the chemistry
that flows not only through the artist
from the crowd, but from the artist and
through the crowd It 's really centered ,
man. (Oh and not sold out Keller
Williams which appeals to the mass
market of materialistic yuppies, but
the earlier Keller which allowed him

to be more organic and experimental
with his loop). Sarcasm.
I don 't hate the environment. I
don 't hate ultimate Fnsbee. 1 don 't
hate drugs I don 't hate a good deal of
things that hippies like (except
Campus golf - buy a gun and p lay
Russian roulette before you play campus golf)- But God damn it I hate hip-

p ies (always blaming capitalism) If
you 're a "first-year" and you ' re thinking about being a hippy, please reconsider. I would love to call my boy 's
with Hamas to send some Katyusha
rockets at your dirty hippie face. Did I
offend you ' Come find me I'll he at
Wal-Mart because it 's always got low
prices Always

Mugs in the Trash
How do you f eel about being in the trash?

"I believed more in Colby students. I thought
you cared more. Think globally, act locally, my
ass!"
—SodexhoMug 07

"I am worth more than this. I deserve more than
the trash."

—Sodexho Mug '10

"We should be BETTER than Bates."
—Sodexho Mug '07

"I think it is both indicative of the times and representative of this current generation 's unwillingness to follow through with initiative. "

—Contemplative Sodexho Mug '09
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10:45 a.m.

Wake up

:::::

11:00 a.m.

Economics class (Get Rich or Die
Tryin )

12 15 p m

Go back to room while roommate is in
class and download music illegally on
his computer

12 4 0 p m
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Gov ornmont olaso (Exp loiting Nativo
Popu lat iono) Frisbee on Frat Row
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6:45 p.m

Dinner in Bobs

7 30pm

Power Hour (x2.5)
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10 00 p m

Mamely Brews

1100pm

? (Haziness)

12:30 a.m.

Failed pickup attempt of senior girl
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12 4 2 a m

Failed pickup attempt of junior girl

12:55 a.m.

Leave Mainely's with first-year that used
a fake I D to get in

^

Get lost going to the bathroom in unfa miliar residence hall

156am

Locked outside with no shoes

3 30am

Citation for public urination
Go to bed
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The National Wildlife Federation recently awarded the college
special recognition for continuing improvement of campus
ecology in 2006. One of nine schools nationwide to accept
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the award. Colby received praise for its commitment to ecologicall y focused building design in the new Diamond
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Building, specifically the waterless urinals in the men 's
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room. The award cites Colby for using special building materials and keeping a conscious eye on the environment. What
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they don't know is that we made most of that stuff up in our
application. A lot of the materials came from a junkyard in
Winslow . and the urinals are waterless because we couldn 't
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Lunch in Bobs
Its too nice outside to go to class "
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A monk attempts a line of coke. Photo by Cheech Marin '07

Powder " Wanka to the Bixler Art Museum on February 23. During his three night stay he
put over 223 lines up his nose. "I've never seen somebody snort that much, and I've
seen a lot of Coke in my life," said Ricky White '08 of Willimantic , CT.

Wanka 's show, "The Wheel of Life ," is actually an interpretation of his own life, and during the performance he goes through several stages, and wears different costumes with
different theme music throughout. "It brought back memories of the Lodge when he put
on techno music and did lines off the hood of a Beamer ," said Johnny Mac '08.
While Student Art Coordinator Meadow Field-Grass '10 said the show was not exactly
wnat tne College was expecting, she marveled at how students related with the performance. "I' ve never seen a better attended art show in my life ."
- Mlke Jon es '° 9
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Historian Doris Kearns Goodwin '64 was Stephen ]
Colbert's guest on Comedy Central's Colbert Report
in December. Goodwin is Colby's most famous plagiarist. In her 1987 book The Fitzgeralds and the
Kennedys she accidentally forgot to cite 94 pages
worth of Lynne McTaggart's earlier work , and the two
settled a copyright infringement suit out of court.
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thought he would work in a big office.
"I wanted to be a writer, '' said the erea e wri "n8 mai° r who used to edit the Pqnod and also played in
af
band while on campus. Jones said that he wishes he had never
taken that job with thai gianl multinational business, which he
credits with "destroying his passion for life and eating his soul."
When asked what ad\ ice he would offer to graduating seniors he
said: "Don't listen to your parents, don't grow up, never stop
smoking weed, don't go work for that heartless corporation!"
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8 47am
9 00am

Wake and bake
English class (It' s Not Easy Being

9 32am

Talk a lot in class
Realize I' m talking a lot in class, hope
the professor doesn't know I'm high

9:44 a m

10 07 a m

10:23 a.m

12 Noon

1:00 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:18 p.m.

She definitely knows
Nap

Geology class (Rocks for Jocks)
Government class (Introduction to the
American Political System
Wake up, realize its several hours later
and nave missed two classes
'
Bong rips before tennis practice

4.00 p m .

Tennis practice , hitting balls as far as I
can - repeatedly asked "R J , are you
stoned right now '''' by captains

6:30 p.m.
6:55 p.m.
7:00 m.
1:45 a.m.

Dinner in Foss (Seitan! Sweet!)
Smoke in Foss before class
Environmental studies class
(Environment and Society)
Where am I?
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1:56 a.m.
3:30 a.m.

Order WHOP buff chic calzone
Watch calzone get flushed down toilet
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3:42ish a.m.
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Pass out on Molly Biddiscombe 's couch

this week

Zombie students maul audience

FRIDAY MAY 18
• Absolutely nothing, go home

Actual footage taken from a recent Lorimer Chapel concert; just look how scan- they are.

By Egon Spengler
GHOST BUSTER

Those who came to see the
Acapella concert last Tuesday night
were greeted with an unwelcomcd
surprise. Five minutes into the performance, the Lorimer Chapel's doors
slammed shut and the locks snapped
closed
"I knew something was wrong
when the soloist 's eyes turned blood
red and foam started pouring out of
his mouth," said Dr. Nora Franklin.
Assistant Professor of Neurobiology ,
one of the few survivors of the concert. "I grabbed Samantha and ran for
my life!"
Those that escaped Tuesday 's massacre reported hearing eenc chants
about a dtety called "He Who Walks
Behind The Rows "
"We thought we ran over a student
on the way here," said Jim Tcrhune
Vice President for Student Affairs and

Dean of Students, "but it turned out he
was alread y dead!"
Concert goers did not give much
thought to the site of several performers lurching around outside the chapi*!
before the performance making guttural noises. Most chalked up the
strange behavior to the type of effect
normall y caused by the lack of sleep
that comes standard during most reading periods before exams Things
turned sour when, in the middle of a
rendition of Billy Joel's "The Longest
Time" the rhythm section began mauling the crowd in the first row
The campus will no longer hold
Acapella shows, noting that this was
the worst vocals-related disaster since
Rosannc sung the national anthem at a
Major League Baseball game. Music
instructors at the College have been
advised to be constantl y alert and
watch carefully for students in identical creepy black and white clothing
whose eyes begin glowing red.

SLDfKCUSOKFGlSOHHJLSFG L

Police are currently searching the
fields behind Runnals for any sign of
paranormal activity which may have
caused the traged y in the chapel. If
anyone sees anything fishy or has
rented any of the Children of the Com
movies after the third one, please contact local authorities immediately.
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Kim Cheah is accidentiy putting people in a Hillside
triple right now. Updated at 3:21 p.m.

Kim has no friends at Colby

Want to write f or A&E
next year? YOU could be
f illing this space!

Ust of all the Echo hearts '06-'07
1. James Beltran
2. Cheez-its
3. Byron Meinerth
4. Quark XPress
5. Those times when Quark XPress actually works
6. insideColby
7. Sandy Maisel
8. Techno music
9. Kelly Clarkson
10. Ninja Turtles
11. Interesting sexual positions
12. Mash-ups
13. Free stuff from record companies
14. Weeks that are too short for us to put out issues
15. Flip cup
16. Shut up, it's not a girly game
17. The lightening round
18. The people in Bob 's who let us go in for multiple
helpings
19. Bro jumping on a trampoline
20. Water-skiing squirrels
21. The sounds of Chelsea Eakin
22. Girls are so much better than guys at flip cup
23. Fist fuck, not bag tag
24. We are all getting laid when this issue comes out
25. Forks in Bob's
26. The Colby Republicans
27. Even more Techno music
28. The state of New Jersey
29. Tie: Bob's dining hall
and Beer Die

Account Info:
Name:
William "Bro" Adams
Member Since: Soon
Last Update:
5 a.m. 5/11/07
Basic Info:
School:
Colby College
Status:
Graduate '98
Concentration:
Coordination
Mailbox:
3490
Birthday:
Not listed
Home Town:
Waterville, ME
High School:
Not important
Contact Info:
skcheah@colby.edu,
Email:
Screenname:
stothektothecheah
Phone:
207-555-7272
Website:
www.colby.edu/housing
Personal Info:
Interested In:
Squash, tennis
Relationship Status: In a relationship
Political Views: Apatheic
Interests:
CSI Miami
Clubs and Jobs: Director of Housing
Favorite Music: Anything by Billy Joel

Facebook Groups! Who Gives a Shit? ~ Ben's Mullet
Fan Club - Hang Jake Saliba - Coalition to replace
Kim Cheah with a trained monkey

You ruined my life! I'm in the Gardens as a senior! WTF!
- Enrique Paul '08
I can't believe you accidentiy put me in a Hillside triple?
Would you want to live in a Hillside triple?
¦Joey M '07
I wanted to live off campus, not in the apartments, how
could you put me in the wrong lottery?
-Slammy Martin '08

Writers' Center Olympics reaches dangerous levels of nerdiness
By POINDEXTER NEDBERG
POCKET PROTECTOR

In what has become an annual tradition , the Farnham Writers ' Center
held their Olympic games on May i.

The current tutors defeated their opponent , the tutors m training, in dramatic fashion taking four of the seven
events
"This has to be the nerdiest thing
I' ve ever seen." said John DcBruicker
"07 , a tutor for three years "I mean we

played speed scrabble , almost ruined
ourselves racing wheehe chairs down
the hallways and played water-pong in
Miller "
The tutors and trainees did indeed
do all of those things , and did them
with an almost off-putting fervor

SLOO«il:SOKroiiDHFQ. SFG I

The Colby Writers ' Center bring intense to a new level with speed Scrabble The trainees won the event.

Rocio Orantes '07 slammed a wheelic
office chair into the side of the Miller
Library Street on numerous occasions.
She lost to her trainee opponent , but
somehow emerged from the Olympics
unscathed
Because the tutors had won in the
water Beirut , hot potato and haiku
writing relay competitions (no joke)
and the trainees had won speed
Scrabble, snack sorting and chair racing, it all came down to who wanted it
more How did they test that sort of
desire?
Easy Make representatives from
the two teams eat as many blueberry
spice cakes from the dining hall as
they can in three minutes.
Big. cubed, thick chunks of the stuff
was served to two representatives from
each team and the clock began to run
Jcrommo Maradiaga '08 put on an
absolute show, eating twelve, one after
another, in the time allotted. Maradiaga
used a speed eating technique popularized by Japanese Nathan 's Hot Dog
eating champion Takeru Kobayashi:
dipping the food in water to conserve
space in the stomach.
"I thought for sure somebody was
gonna boot ." Sasha Swarup-Deuser
*07 said, who was ready with a trashcan and an expectant look on his face.
On the contrary, the contestants held
their spicecake. and Maradiaga won
the competition for the tutors once and
for all

Devastator of the Year

M.EXA LIMWUEf/IHf COLBY ECHO

Rizzo

Officer Rizzo led the Security Department in the triple crown categories
(citations issued, requests for assistance from Waterville PD and complaints against), becoming the first officer to do so in seven years. Season
highlights included citing musicians for practicing in the Chapel after
hours (no easy feat, it required the assistance of three Waterville police
officers), citing one 22-year-old student for carrying a closed handle of
rum, and taking students to Health Center to blow as high as 0.04. While
all of these citations were later reversed by the Sarge in Charge—a known
player hater—Rizzo did not let those changes deter his crusade to end fun,
cite hard and get students in as much trouble as possible. Rizzo earns this
honor not only for the impressive statistics he was able to acrue. but for the
enthusiasm with which he approached his job everyday.

This is where we would put something making f un of a sports team.
But then next year 's staff would just have to deal with it. So instead,
we have compiled some politically correct, non-threatening photos.
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this week
in sports

Echo-Footballpeace
accord negotiated
Of the deal . Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Tcrhune said "These are certainly
conversations we need to be having. "
After a troubled relationship
The terms of the deal are simp le
On
August 15 . Director of Athletics
between The Colby Echo and the
Colby football team in the past few Marcclla Zalot and Director of
years , a deal has been reached that Student Activities and Echo Advisor
should guarantee a strong relationship
Kell y Wharton will administer a simfor quite some time.
ple coin toss at the fifty-yard line of
Coaches and captains have taken Seavcms Field.
issue with two of the last three "joke
If the Echo wins the toss , all capissues" produced by the Echo at the tains , players and coaches will coopend of the spring semester, additional- erate full y with Echo reporters
ly, articles covering the football team requests for interviews before and
in the fall of 2006 also elicited strong after games, and allow photograp hers
reactions from the
full access to the
team.
games
_^____
The football team
If the football
took exception to
team wins the toss,
the 20*^ joke issue ,
Echo columnist A.J
which made light of
Herrmann '07 and
the baseball team s
reporter
Todd
difficult season in
Herrmann
'10
which they lost
(henceforth referred
every
game
to as the Brothers
Furthermore.
the
Herrmann) will be
2004 joke issue tartied and bound and
geted a specific
delivered to the
football player , and
football team for
the 2007 joke issue
their use. "In all
just was not that
honesty it 's a winfunny.
win
situation. "
However, in the
Marshal said.
spirit of cooperaWhen asked of
tion . Head Coach
Ben Herbst '08 the recent peace
Ed Mesteri appointaccord
Todd
Echo Editor in Chief
ed Defensive Tackle
Herrmann said "I
Clayton "Bigsby "
look forward to covMarshal '08 to serve
ering Colby football
as ambassador to the Echo , due to his this fall , and I' m excited that a deal
generally loveable nature. The move has been worked out. " According to
paid off as Bigsby and Echo Editor In Herbst. the Brothers Herrmann were
Chief Ben Herbst '08 quickl y negoti- not immediatel y notified of the exact
ated a deal, with both parties walking details of the agreement "The worry
away from the table pleased.
is that if we tell them that there 's a
"What we have been able to do possibility of indentured servitude in
here is very important." Herbst said , their future, they may object , or flee.
"It should secure solid Echo coverage We can 't have that ."
of the football team for this year and
"It would be a shame to lose two
beyond. I could not be happier with writers , but to be fair A.J. is already
the results " Herbst said that the paper graduating and Todd creates more
would begin football coverage with trouble than he 's worth , so... for us I
their first issue of the fall and contin- would say it is also a win-win situaue until the last game of the season.
tion ," Herbst said.
"When I was appointed to this
Herbst did say that he has received
[
position
was given two jobs: 1. assurance that the Herrmann s would
Make a fair deal and 2. Insure that not be "drawn and quartered" as some
there are no more barfi ghts between members of the team suggested , and
columnists and linebackers , and it their heads would not be put on pikes
appears we arc well on our way to to scare off visiting teams "Most likeattaining both goals ," Marshal said
ly we would put them to use doing
"I think that it is very important to laundry, fetching balls and definitely
set ground rules and that this agree- filling in on some o-line drills, "
ment will define the nature of our Marshal said.
relationship for the nex t few years,"
Mestein said.

TUESDAY, MAY 22
EXAMS ARE OVER
Everybody rejoice

By CECIL GODDARD

FOOTBALL CORRESPONDENT

The worry is
that if we tell
them that
there's a possibility of indentured servitude
in their future,
they may
object , or flee.
We can't have
that.

Brothers Herrmann will wipe that smug look off their face if the Echo
loses the coin toss next Jail and they become property of the football team.

Who do you think will
win the toss? Vote now at
www.colbyecho.com

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
SENIOR WEEK
Continue rejoicing

THURSDAY, MAY 24
LAST CHANCE DANCE
You know what that means
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Jeff Barrow '07 puts on his pouf i face after Ed Mestieri. the "enforcer ", placed him in time out.

NESCAC to implement BAD program
By GRABS McGEE
STAFF WRITER

The New Eng land Small College
Athletic Conference has unanimousl y
decided to imp lement a fan penalty
box at league sporting events. The
mandate, entitled 'BAD' or Boxed
Area for Drunks , is largely based on
Colby College Athletic Director
Marcella Zalot 's pilot program 'Time
Out '. The BAD box will simply be a
roped off area for unrul y fans that will
be monitored by athletic department
staff and/or security officers. A
NESCAC memo released on Monday
described BAD as. "an initiative to
maintain the class the NESCAC has
come to be associated with." One
opponent of BAD claimed that a fan
penalty box is degrading and will
dimmish the fan experience. The other
opposition spokesperson , apparentl y
drunk , incoherently rambled on about
civil liberties.
It is apparent that Zalot and Athletic
Department staff members Traccy
Cote and Ed Mestien have been fine

tuning the specifics of Time Out for cannot just let drunk kids yell at sportmonths. Full implementation of the ing events. We are trying to up hold an
program came at the Colby-Bowdoin image here " Chenevert declined to
men 's lacrosse game on April 23 . comment further on what he meant by
2007. Within the opening minutes of 'image '.
the
game.
the
Men 's lacrosse
enforcer, Mestieri ,
Coach Bob Finn , a
confronted Colby
typical hard-ass and
senior and super-fan
ally of Zalot , was
Jeff Barrow for his
critical of the prouse of vul garities in
gram
"We [the
support
of
the
lacrosse team] need
Mules. Frustrated .
all the help we can
Barrow
turned
get , and sometimes
aggression normall y
super-fans are our
saved for Polar Bear
angels in the outdefenders
on
field. " Quinn said
Mestieri. With the
In an attempt to
assistance
of
make other obscure
Security
Officer
sports movie referBob Finn ences , Quinn tried to
James 'Red Beard'
Mens Lacrosse Head Coach
Dickenson. Barrow
compare Zalot to
was escorted to an
Rachel
Phel ps ,
informal time out
showgirl
turned
area directl y superCleveland Indians
vised by Zalot.
owner in 'Major League'
Director of Security Pete Chenevert
The student response was overpraised Zalot 's effort saying, whelming ly negative. One fan said.
"Something needed to be done; we "Why would I want to go see my

We [the
lacrosse team ]
need all the
help we can get,
and sometimes
super-fans are
our angels in
the outfield.

friends loose if I cannot be drunk and
aggressive , maybe blackout so I don 't
have to remember how bad they
played " It is obvious there is a sharp
divide in the views of college presidents , who voted in favor of BAD.
and the student fans. Even team cap- i
tains have spoke out against BAD. "1 I
want my friends out there. 1 want them
yelling for me . 1 want them degrading
my opponents ," said one captain who
chose to remain anonymous fearing
coach's reprimands. Others have j
claimed BAD is just part of the "be '
loud, be proud , be positive ' culture
Super-fan Jabcz Dewey '07 summed
up student sentiments saying, "They
are trying to change the way we watch
sports and that is bull slut. "
It will be interesting to see how ,
imp lantation of BAD proceeds across
the NESCAC during the fall sports
season.

Woodsmen to lay down axes f or wrenches
cially when he found out they were rcchanging the oil constantl y on the
same automobile
"Wait what 9" he said. "They 're
The Colby woodsmen are shaving doing it for free? You gotta be (&tt$%
their beards and turning in their flan- kiddin me. If 1 wasn 't getting paid to
do this #feS&. I'd walk out that door
nel for blue jumpsuits with nametags
this second and
After dominating
the timber sports
never look back. "
scene
in
New
Maine loggers have
been sharing his senEng land for years ,
the team will take
timents for years.
on a new challenge
Although Noah
Foster 08 said he 's
and become the
Colb y auto-mechanprimarily joining the
team to stay in
ica team , effective
i mined i ate ly.
shape , he shared
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Members of the new auto-mechanics team break from a replacing a time
"After
many
Smith' s enthusiasm
years of one type of
for the new chal- belt to pose f o r photograph.
vocational labor , we
lenge "After countless
hours
of the way."
thoug ht it was time
be drinking on a regular basis, which
Hunter Smith '08 chopping wood and
for a change," AutoFoster is hoping that the culture is the main reason we vetoed the
Auto-mecnames
Captain
starting fires . I' ve surrounding auto-mechanics will be Colb y housekeeping team. "
mechanics Captain
realized that it was as enjoyable as the logger lifestyle
Students interested in joining the
Hunter Smith '08
said.
time to move on ," he 's grown accustomed too. "From auto-mechanics team should just con"Grueling
hours of chopping wood took its toll. 1 Foster said. "Changing tires and hot what 1 can tell ," he said. "It looks like tact a member of the club; if the
mean after awhile 1 was like , where 's wiring cars will give me the break 1 I'll be getting extremely greasy, but woodsmen team was any indication
the fire?"
need from studying and hopefull y I'll get to shower more often than I they shouldn ' t be hard to find
The team will now compete against teach me valuable life lessons along have been. It also looks like 111 still
local bod y shops in events such as
speed oil change , tire rotation , jump
start , hot wire, and gas huff The team
is hoping that once again with hours
of practice they 'll manage to reach the
Better at dizzy bat than softball?
level of skill and passion as those who
The women were one of the f ew spring teams
are lucky enough to compete in the
to finish with a winning record.
PAGE 12
sport professionally.
At Matfucu Auto Body in
Tennis season comes to a close
Waterville , one of those lucky few.
The men lost to Williams in the NESCAC
professional auto-mechanic Joe
Antonelli , was more confused than
tournament last Saturday.
PAGE 13
scared of his local competition , espeDA HP l O
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By JAVIER SUNA
STAFF WRITER

Grueling hours
of chopping
wood took its
toll, I mean after
awhile 1 was
like, where's the
fire?

INSIDE SPORTS

